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Abstract: The large-scale integration into electrical systems of intermittent power-generation sources,
such as wind power plants, requires greater efforts and knowledge from operators to keep these
systems operating efficiently. These sources require reliable output power forecasts to set up the
optimal operating point of the electrical system. In previous research, the authors developed an
evolutionary approach algorithm called RCDESIGN to optimize the hyperparameters and topology
of Echo State Networks (ESN), and applied the model in different time series forecasting, including
wind speed. In this paper, RCDESIGN was modified in some aspects of the genetic algorithm, and
now it optimizes an ESN with augmented states (ESN-AS) and has been called RCDESIGN-AS.
The evolutionary algorithm allows the search for the best parameters and topology of the recurrent
neural network to be performed simultaneously. In addition, RCDESIGN-AS has the important
characteristic of requiring little computational effort and processing time since it is not necessary
for the eigenvalues of the reservoir weight matrix to be reduced and also due to the fact that the
augmented states make it possible to reduce the number of neurons in the reservoir. The method was
applied for wind speed forecasting with a 24-h ahead horizon using real data of wind speed from
five cities in the Northeast Region of Brazil. All results obtained with the proposed method overcame
forecasting performed by the persistence method, obtaining prediction gains ranging from 60% to
80% in relation to this reference method. In some datasets, the proposed method also yielded better
results than the traditional ESN, showing that RCDESIGN-AS can be a powerful tool for wind-speed
forecasting and possibly for other types of time series.

Keywords: artificial neural networks; forecasting; genetic algorithms; time series analysis; wind energy

1. Introduction

Wind energy is currently one of the renewable energy sources with the highest growth
rates in the energy mix of several countries. Thus, the smart integration of wind farms into
electrical power systems is currently a challenge for many of these countries since it is a
source that is intrinsically dependent on specific climatic conditions for the production
of electricity. In other words, the availability of wind power is almost entirely linked to
the availability of wind. Power systems are subject to greater unpredictable variations in
power flows as the installed capacity of this type of intermittent generation increases. The
problem is that, in these systems, generation must always be equal to demand. Therefore,
as a direct consequence of the increased penetration level of wind generation, there is a
need for new methods for balancing generation and electrical demand [1].

Real-time operation requires short-term forecasts of wind generation in the order of
seconds, minutes and a few hours, as well as the integration of these forecasts in centralized
system controls [1].
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For wind generation forecasting, the short-term horizon, more specifically, the next
day horizon, will always be of great relevance. Most of the operators of the power systems
carry out the programming of the unit synchronism for this horizon. Most traders also
focus on the daily market for energy trading and ancillary services. The one-day ahead
horizon is characterized by the definition of system operation planning for the next day,
including the selection of large thermoelectric plants that can take several hours to start so
that they will be able to meet the demand when needed. The importance of using good
wind generation forecasts for the next day’s timing planning has been widely discussed and
incorporated into most power systems, as the consequence of disregarding wind generation
forecasts may be non-optimized planning [2].

The main proposed models in the literature for wind energy forecasting are mostly
divided into physical, statistical and artificial intelligence models [3,4]. Time series fore-
casting using statistical methods can be applied for wind forecasting. However, most of
these models assume linearity and stationary conditions over the time series, and these
constraints are not always met with actual wind energy data [5,6].

Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques such as support vector machines, random forests,
clusters, fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks (ANN) have been used more frequently
to perform wind power forecasting in recent years. Particularly, ANN showed good
performance, surpassing several cutting-edge techniques [7]. However, most of these
models use univariate time series, considering only endogenous variables [8,9]. Deep
learning (DL) methods have also been used for wind generation forecasting [10]. These
models are formed by multiple hidden layers, and because of that, they are able to extract
more hidden features from the data, usually yielding better performance in the prediction
task than traditional machine learning methods. In addition to data from the target wind
station, [11] uses meteorological data from additional neighboring stations as input to a
mixed-input feature ANN to improve the forecast performance. In [12], two DL networks
(Long Short-Term Memory and Convolutional Neural Network) are applied to perform
a short-term wind power forecast. The results of these networks are combined through
an induced ordered weighted average operator (IOWA), which assigns weights to each
forecasting network by the level of its forecasting accuracy at each time point.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are a specific class of ANN that is gaining attention
because they can model the time dynamics of a series in a natural way [13]. At each step in
time, an input vector activates the network by updating its hidden state through activation
functions and uses it to predict its output. Its nonlinear dynamics allow modeling and
predicting highly complex time series. It is important to observe the long time consumed
in the modeling process and the large amount of data required in the training process. The
ESN belongs to a paradigm of RNNs, known as Reservoir Computing (RC), where the
weights in the hidden layer (“reservoir”) are not trainable.

An Echo State Network (Figure 1) consists of a large, fixed, recurrent “reservoir”
network from which the desired output is obtained by training suitable output connection
weights [14].

In its classical approach, the reservoir is a large RNN containing hundreds of artificial
neurons whose connection weights are not modified by training. Only the weights of
the reservoir connections to the output are adjusted by linear regression. Jaeger [14]
described how an augmented ESN can be conjoined with the “recursive least squares” (RLS)
algorithm, a method for fast online adaptation known from linear systems. RCDESIGN
(Reservoir Computing and Design Training) is a method that combines an evolutionary
algorithm with RC and, at the same time, finds the best values of parameters, topology
and weight matrices without rescaling the reservoir matrix by its spectral radius; it was
proposed by Ferreira, Ludermir and Aquino [15].
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Figure 1. An Echo State Network. Solid arrows: fixed weights; dashed arrows: trainable weights.
Adapted from Ferreira, Ludermir and Aquino [15].

This paper addresses the problem of forecasting average hourly wind speeds within a
24-h ahead horizon for five different locations in northeastern Brazil. Models created in this
work are based in Gouveia [16], which applied RCDESIGN-AS to adjust the parameters
of ESN-AS with linear (identity) activation functions in reservoir neurons. The promising
results of the proposed method are compared with those derived from the forecasting made
with the Persistence Method (as reference) and also with the classical ESN approach.

The subsequent sections of this work are divided according to the following order:
Section 2 presents an overview of Reservoir Computing; Section 3 provides a detailed
description of the evolutionary strategy for RCDESIGN-AS; Section 4 describes the Persis-
tence Method; Section 5 shows statistics of the data sets used in this paper; Sections 6 and 7
present the results and conclusions, respectively.

2. Reservoir Computing

In RC, the reservoir is a kind of RNN that receives inputs that vary with time and
performs neural computation. Conceptually, forming the output layer from a reservoir is a
non-temporal supervised mapping task from x(t) to ytarget(t), which is a well-researched
domain in machine learning, and there is a wide variety of methods available that can be
applied to solve this problem [15].

2.1. General Description of Echo State Networks

In this paper, an ESN is used as a learning system for time series forecasting. For
the sake of a simple notation, we address only single-input, single-output systems, as
described by Jaeger [17]. The input and output at discrete-time t ≥ 1 are scalars u(t)
and y(t), respectively. The state of reservoir neurons is the N-element column vector
x(t) = (x1(t), ..., xN(t)). The weights of internal reservoir connections are stored in a
square matrix W = (wij) of order N. The weights of connections between u(t) and y(t)
with the N reservoir neurons are stored in column vectors win = (win

i ) and wback = (wback
i ),

respectively. In addition to these, vectors wbias = (wbias
i ) and v(t) (random noise) are also

stored, all of which are applied for updating the reservoir state according to (1).
The weight of connection going from u(t) to y(t) is a scalar winout, and connections

from the reservoir to y(t) are stored in N-element column weight vector wout = (wout
i ). In

addition to these, scalars woutout and wbiasout are also stored, all of which are applied to
update the output according to (2).
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x(t + 1) = f((1− α)x(t) + α(winu(t + 1) + Wx(t)+

wbacky(t + 1) + wbias + v(t + 1))),
(1)

y(t + 1) = fout(winoutu(t + 1) + (wout)Tx(t + 1)+

woutouty(t) + wbiasout),
(2)

where f stands for an element-wise application of neuron activation functions, which can
be linear (identity) or nonlinear (hyperbolic tangent); α is a scalar parameter called leak rate
used for adjusting dynamics of the reservoir, as described by Lukosevicius [18]; fout is the
output activation function (identity). In (2), superscript .T denotes transpose.

Training is performed to adjust only the weights of connections to the output (winout, wout,
woutout, wbiasout), while the weights of connections to the reservoir (win, W, wback and wbias)
are fixed and defined before training. The matrix W typically has sparse connectivity.

2.2. Supervised Readout Training for Classical ESN Approach

From this section, for the remainder of this article, we call wout the vector formed
by the row-wise concatenation [winout, (wout)T , woutout, wbiasout]. Therefore, wout is the
readout vector, which has a number of elements as Ñ = N + 3.

Supervised readout training is nothing more than solving a quadratic error minimiza-
tion problem between the ESN outputs and the desired outputs (targets). The amount of
readout weights is typically less than the number of available linear equations, so it is usual
to use Linear Regression to solve this type of over-determined system of linear equations.
The theory of ESNs can be found in Jaeger [17]. A similar idea has been independently
investigated under the name of “liquid state networks” [19].

The signals from input (u) and output (ytarget) used during classical ESN training are
stationary. When updated according to (1), the network state may become asymptotically
independent of initial conditions. This means that regardless of its initial state if the network
is updated with the same input sequence in both cases, the resulting state sequences
converge to each other, that is x(t)→ x̃(t). If this condition holds, the reservoir state will
asymptotically depend only on the input history, and the network is called an Echo State
Network. A sufficient condition for the echo state property is the contractivity of W [17].

A direct method that uses the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse to adjust the output
weights so that the target output is approximated by the ESN was proposed by Jaeger [20].
ESN training is carried out according to the following steps:

1. Create α, win, wback, wbias and v;
2. Define W and then scale it to ensure that its spectral radius is less than 1 (|λmax| < 1);
3. Run the RNN by driving it with the teaching input signal. Dismiss data from initial

transient and collect remaining input and network states row-wise into a P× (N + 3)
matrix M, as shown below:

M =


u(1) xT(1) y(0) 1
u(2) xT(2) y(1) 1

...
...

...
...

u(P) xT(P) y(P− 1) 1

;

4. In parallel, collect the remaining training pre-signals into a column vector r, as
shown below:

r =


( f out)−1ytarget(1)
( f out)−1ytarget(2)

...
( f out)−1ytarget(P)

;
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5. Compute the pseudo-inverse M+, and then calculate wout = (M+r)T ;
6. Write wout into the output connections; the ESN is now trained.

2.3. Increasing the Power of ESNs with Augmented States

The modeling power of an ESN improves when the reservoir size increases. Jaeger [14,20]
mentions that a simple way to increase the power of the ESN with little computational
effort is to use additional nonlinear transformations of the state x(t), using a quadratic
representation of the reservoir states, which we call ESN-AS. For these networks, the
internal units update (1) is unchanged, but there is a slight modification in the method for
calculating the output signal update, that is accomplished with the following variant of (2):

y(t + 1) = fout(winoutu(t + 1) + (wout)Tx(t + 1)+

woutouty(t) + wbiasout + win2outu2(t + 1)+

(wout2)Tx2(t + 1) + wout2outy2(t) + wbias2out),

(3)

where win2out, wout2out and wbias2out are scalar weights; u2 and y2 represent the square of
the input and output signals, respectively; wout2 = (wout2

i ) and x2 = (x2
i ) are both column

vectors with N elements each, where the elements of the latter are equal to the respective
elements of x squared.

According to the modifications described above for updating the ESN-AS output, the
readout vector is also modified, being represented by the row-wise concatenation wout−sq =
[winout, (wout)T , woutout, wbiasout,win2out, (wout2)T , wout2out, wbias2out]. Therefore, wout−sq
is the readout vector, the number of elements in which is N̂ = 2N + 6. The adjustment of
the readout weights for an ESN-AS is carried out according to the following steps:

1. (unchanged);
2. Define W (with RCDESIGN-AS there is no need to scale the matrix to ensure that

the spectral radius is less than 1. Thus a smaller amount of calculations is required,
resulting in less computational effort);

3. Run the RNN by driving it with the teaching input signal. Dismiss data from ini-
tial transient and collect the remaining input and network states row-wise into a
P× (2N + 6) matrix Msq, which is formed by the horizontal concatenation of ma-
trices M and M2 (the elements of which are equal to the respective elements of M
squared);

4. (unchanged);
5. Compute the pseudo-inverse (Msq)

+, and then calculate wout−sq = ((Msq)
+r)T

(RCDESIGN-AS also considers the use of Ridge Regression as an alternative for
readout training);

6. Write wout−sq into the output connections; the ESN-AS is now trained.

2.4. Alternatives for Training Readout

Readout training is generally a procedure that has good numerical stability but requires
large hardware memory capacity, especially with the increase in the dimensions of the
state matrix (M). Thus, an alternative to work around this possible problem is to limit the
number of neurons in the reservoir and/or the number of ESN training patterns. According
to Lukosevicius [18], another way to get around the issue is to formulate the problem as
the following system of normal equations:

woutMTM = rTM. (4)

A natural solution for the system of normal equations in (4) would be:

wout = rTM(MTM)−1. (5)
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The readout training method using (5) has less numerical stability when compared
to the classical approach that uses the pseudo-inverse of the state matrix. According to
Lukosevicius [18], this stability problem can be mitigated by using (MTM)+ instead of
(MTM)−1, which can provide even faster calculations. The system of normal equations
also allows the use of Ridge Regression according to the following equation:

wout = rTM(MTM + λ2I)−1, (6)

where the scalar λ is the regularization parameter of Ridge Regression, and I is the identity
matrix, which is equal to the number of columns in matrix M.

In addition to improving the numerical stability for solving the optimization problem,
the regularization parameter λ contributes to reducing the magnitude of the readout vector
(wout), mitigating sensitivity to noise, and preventing overfitting.

3. Creating Models

The adjustment of the best parameters for an ESN is usually performed through an
exhaustive search or through random experiments, which makes this process of defining
parameters inefficient. Jaeger [21] described tuning strategies for the three most important
global control parameters (network size, spectral radius of reservoir weight matrix and
scaling of input). Bayesian Optimization (BO) was used to robustly tune the hyperparam-
eters of an ESN [22]. The robustness is achieved when the model performs consistently
between validation and test sets. In [23], the reservoir size, spectral radius, and leak rate
of an ESN are optimized by covariance matrix adaption evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES).
The results obtained in the CMA-ES were compared with the traditional ESN, a LSTM
network, a GA-ESN (ESN that was optimized by genetic algorithm) and a feedforward
neural network, and it outperformed all of those models.

The evolutionary algorithms are very efficient in searching for optimal solutions to
a wide variety of problems because they do not impose many of the limitations found in
traditional methods [24]. Thus, we used RCDESIGN-AS as an evolutionary method to
optimize the choice of the best parameters of the networks (ESN and ESN-AS) for wind
speed forecasting.

The fitness function of RCDESIGN-AS considers the performance of the networks
for both sets, training and validation, seeking to obtain networks with better generaliza-
tion capability and reduced chances of overfitting [15]. The fitness function is calculated
as follows:

fitness = MAETrain + ||MAETrain −MAEValid||, (7)

where fitness is the value to be minimized by the evolutionary algorithm, and the MAE
(Mean Absolute Error) is calculated as in (8). Since RCDESIGN-AS uses 10-fold cross-
validation, MAETrain is the average of MAE in the training set, and MAEValid is the average
of MAE in the validation set.

MAE =
1
D

D

∑
i=1
|y(i)− ytarget(i)|, (8)

where D is the total number of data in the set, y(i) and ytarget(i) are actual and desired
(target) outputs of the network, respectively.

The evolutionary algorithm performs an iterative method in which a set of solutions
(individuals) passes through selection and reproduction processes. The algorithm creates a
new generation of individuals (called children) from the selection of individuals from the
current population (called parents). RCDESIGN-AS uses three different ways to produce
the children of the next generation: Elite, Crossover and Mutation. Parents with better fitness
values have their genetic codes fully copied for their children. One part of the current
generation is selected by the stochastic uniform selection method [25] to produce children by
crossing the parents’ genetic codes. The genomes of the remaining parents are copied and
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some genes can suffer a random change (with a very low probability) to produce children
with mutations.

The population Pk is represented by a group of vectors ci, where k represents a certain
generation of the evolutionary process and ci represents a particular individual in the
population. The value of k will be limited to the maximum number of generations (NG),
and the size of set Pk is defined by parameter NI of the algorithm, which indicates the
number of individuals in the population. Considering that the notation ci

j symbolizes a
characteristic (gene) j for the individual denoted as i, we have the following conceptual
division of ci, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Conceptual division of ci. Adapted from Ferreira, Ludermir and Aquino [15].

A detailed description of the genetic representation of the solutions is presented below:

• ci
1—Defines the number of neurons (N) in the reservoir and, consequently, the sizes

of win, W, wback and wbias, varying between [10, 50];
• ci

2—If 1, there is a connection between input and output through winout, if 0, there is
no connection;

• ci
3—If 1, there is a feedback connection between output and itself through woutout, if 0,

there is no connection;
• ci

4—If 1, there is a bias connected to output through wbiasout, if 0, there is no connection;
• ci

5—If 1, there are feedback connections between output and reservoir through wback,
if 0, there are no connections;

• ci
6—If 1, there are biases connected to the reservoir through wbias, if 0, there are no

connections;
• csi

7—Defines the density of reservoir connections, that is, the amount of non-null
elements in W, varying between [0.01, 0.1];

• ci
8—Defines the density of connections between the input and reservoir, that is, the

amount of non-null elements in win, varying between [0.01, 1];
• ci

9 —Defines the density of feedback connections between the output and reservoir,
that is, the amount of non-null elements in wback, varying between [0.01, 1];

• ci
10—Scaling factor applied to the input signal, between [1, 10];

• ci
11—Scaling factor applied to the feedback between the output and reservoir, varying

between [0, 10];
• ci

12—Scaling factor applied to the bias in the reservoir, between [0, 10];
• ci

13—Defines the maximum value of random noise (v) applied to reservoir states,
varying between [0, 10−8];

• ci
14—If 1, the reservoir activation functions are tanh(), if 0, the activation functions are

identity;
• ci

15—If 1, the readout training function is pseudo–inverse, if 0, it is ridge regress;
• ci

16—Leak rate (α), varying between [0.1, 1];
• ci

17—Regularization parameter (λ), varying between [10−8, 10−1];
• ci

18—If 1, augmented states are used (ESN-AS), if 0, natural states are used (classical
ESN);

• ci
19—reserved for future use;
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• ci
20—reserved for future use;

• ci
21 ... ci

(N2+3N+20) are the weights of W, win, wback and wbias, varying between [−1, 1].

The pseudo-code used by RCDESIGN in its evolutionary process of searching for the
best global parameters, topology and reservoir weights at the same time is presented in
Ferreira, Ludermir and Aquino [15].

The operator of elitism is nothing more than the replication of the genetic trait of
individuals with the best skills between consecutive generations. The number of new
individuals produced by elitism is defined according to the elite number parameter.

An adaptation of the uniform crossover for populations of individuals with different
sizes of genomes is used by the crossover operator in RCDESIGN-AS. For a given couple of
parents, the individual who has the largest genome defines the vector ca, and the smallest
one, cb. The genome of child cf is created by crossing the parents’ genomes based on a
mask, m, that indicates which cf characteristics will be inherited from ca or cb. The process
begins by crossing the first 20 genes of the parents (which represent the main characteristics
of the ESN). Next, a mask (vector with 20 elements) of randomly generated binary numbers
is created, indicating which genes will be inherited by the child, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Operator crossing in the first part of the genome. Adapted from Ferreira, Ludermir and
Aquino [15].

Then, the crossing is performed to define the second part of the genome (which
corresponds to the weights of the matrix W). If c f

1 = cb
1, create mask m with size (cb

1)
2 and

the crossover operator will combine ca and cb from gene 21 to gene (cb
1)

2 + 20. If c f
1 = ca

1, a
mask with size (ca

1)
2 is created, with the first (cb

1)
2 elements being random binary values

and with the remaining elements equal to 1. That is, the crossing operator will combine
ca and cb from gene 21 to gene (cb

1)
2 + 20 and repeat the genes from ca from positions

(cb
1)

2 + 21 to (ca
1)

2 + 20. The crossing operator acts identically to the parts of the genome
corresponding to the weights of win, wback and wbias. A scheme of this procedure applied
to the second part of the genome is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Operator crossing in the second part of the genome. Adapted from Ferreira, Ludermir and
Aquino [15].

As individuals in the population have genomes with different sizes, the mutation
operator used by RCDESIGN-AS is also adapted. For each future child susceptible to
genetic mutation with a parent ci, the gene ci

1 is copied to c f
1 (which means that the number
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of neurons in the reservoir represented by the child’s first gene is identical to that of one of
their parent’s). The mutation can occur with a probability defined by the parameter MT in
any gene of the child, except for the first one.

Randomized experiments were conducted to define the parameters of genetic algo-
rithm used by RCDESIGN-AS. The configuration parameters that showed a lower average
error in the experimental tests were chosen. In our experiments, the maximum number
of generations is 10, the population size is 60, the number of elite individuals is 2, the
crossover fraction is 0.8, and the remaining individuals are the mutation children (with a
probability of mutation equal to 0.05).

4. Persistence Method

The persistence forecasting method was used to compare the results obtained by the
forecasting models created with ESN and ESN-AS. This method is premised on the fact
that the conditions on the forecast horizon will not change. The persistence forecasting
method tends to be used as a benchmark to serve as a reference for comparison with all
other forecasting models [26].

5. Data Sets

The experiments covered in this article were based on the application of the Persistence
Method and the RCDESIGN-AS to carry out forecasts of average hourly wind speeds
for five cities in northeastern Brazil: Triunfo and Belo Jardim data are from the project
SONDA [27]; Macau, Mossoro and Natal data are from National Meteorological Institute
(INMET) automatic surface stations [28].

In Table 1, we present the periods and the total samples of the average hourly wind
speed series used in this article. The minimum, maximum, means, standard deviations and
measurement heights of the wind speed series are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Wind Speed Series.

Data Set Initials Source Period Size

Triunfo TRI SONDA 2004 to 2005 13,176
Belo Jardim BJD SONDA 2004 to 2006 21,936

Macau MAC INMET 2008 to 2009 16,800
Mossoro MOS INMET 2008 to 2009 13,200

Natal NAT INMET 2008 to 2010 13,152

Table 2. Wind Speed Series Statistics.

Initials vmin (m/s) vmax (m/s) v (m/s) σ (m/s) Height (m)

BJD 0 12.95 5.1 1.79 50
TRI 0 37.0 11.97 5.13 50

MAC 0.2 11.6 4.48 1.99 10
MOS 0.1 9.4 3.32 1.95 10
NAT 0.09 10.50 4.70 1.81 10

Before creating the models, the time series were normalized for the interval [0, 1]
according to:

dnorm(t) =
d(t)− dmin
dmax − dmin

, (9)

where dnorm(t) is the normalized value of d(t); dmin and dmax are the minimum and maxi-
mum values of the time series d, respectively.

We used 75% of the normalized data for training and validation, and the remaining
25% percent was used for the tests. To perform the 10-fold cross-validation, the data were
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split into 10 chunks. Each one was used separately as a validation set, while the rest was
used for training the readout.

It is worth mentioning that the test set for each series was exactly the same in order to
allow a correct comparison between the performance of the different forecasting models.

6. Results

In this section, we present the results of different models for wind speed forecasting.
We used the Persistence Method as a reference for comparison with the ESN (as presented
in [15]) and ESN-AS (created with RCDESIGN-AS) models. There are also comparisons
with results from the WTESN model, proposed by Gouveia [29].

The simulations were performed on a notebook with a 64-bit Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo
CPU T6600 @ 2.20 GHz-2.20 GHz processor, 4 GB of RAM and 64-bit Windows 7 operating
system, using the software MATLAB® in version 8.6.0.267246 (R2015b).

We used MAE (mean absolute error, defined in (8) previously), MSE (mean squared
error), NMSE (normalized mean squared error), NRMSE (normalized root mean squared er-
ror) and MAPE (mean absolute percentage error), to evaluate the performance of forecasters,
according to:

MSE =
1
D

D

∑
i=1

(y(i)− ytarget(i))2, (10)

NMSE =
MSE
σ2

ytarget

, (11)

NRMSE =
√

NMSE, (12)

MAPE =
100
D

D

∑
i=1

|y(i)− ytarget(i)|
y(i)

, (13)

where D is the total number of data in the set; y(i) and ytarget(i) are the actual and desired
(target) outputs of the network, respectively; σ2

ytarget is the variance of the values in the target
data set.

When proposing a new forecasting method, it is very important to highlight and
quantify the gains obtained in relation to the reference methods [30]. The expression used
to calculate these percentage gains is the following:

Gref,EC = 100(
ECref − EC

ECref
), (14)

where ECref and EC are the evaluation criteria for the reference and proposed method,
respectively.

Due to the random characteristics of the RCDESIGN-AS method, thirty initializations
of the method were performed for each of the time series used in this paper, with the
average performance for a given series corresponding to the average of the performances
in the thirty initializations.

The average test performances of persistence, ESN and ESN-AS for TRI and BJD are
presented in Tables 3 and 4, respectively, in which the values in bold text indicate the best
performance for the corresponding criterion.
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Table 3. Average test performance—TRI.

Criterion Persistence ESN ESN-AS

NRMSE 0.64501 0.43601 0.1944
NMSE 0.41604 0.19011 0.069111

MAPE (%) 22.46 9.86 7.77
MAE (m/s) 1.92 0.87 0.84

Generations - 4.5 2.9
Spectral radius - 1.59 0.95
Reservoir size - 86 43

Table 4. Average test performance—BJD.

Criterion Persistence ESN ESN-AS

NRMSE 0.92295 0.4923 0.38854
NMSE 0.85183 0.24237 0.25798

MAPE (%) 23.99 12.08 13.08
MAE (m/s) 1.22 0.62 0.64

Generations - 7.4 3.5
Spectral radius - 1.53 1.02
Reservoir size - 79 43

The average test performances of persistence, WTESN and RCDESIGN-AS for MAC,
MOS and NAT are presented in Tables 5, 6 and 7, respectively.

Table 5. Average test performance—MAC.

Criterion Persistence WTESN ESN-AS

MSE (m2/s2) 2.4315 1.6476 0.8322
MAE (m/s) 1.195 0.9934 0.7144

Generations - - 2.9
Spectral radius - 0.9 0.99
Reservoir size - 1000 44

Table 6. Average test performance—MOS.

Criterion Persistence WTESN ESN-AS

MSE (m2/s2) 1.2315 0.8017 0.4314
MAE (m/s) 0.8275 0.6708 0.5336

Generations - - 2.8
Spectral radius - 0.9 0.99
Reservoir size - 1000 44

Table 7. Average test performance—NAT.

Criterion Persistence WTESN ESN-AS

MSE (m2/s2) 1.34 0.9080 0.2906
MAE (m/s) 0.883 0.7437 0.4749

Generations - - 4.7
Spectral radius - 0.9 1.01
Reservoir size - 1000 43

As can be seen in Tables 3–7, the performances of RCDESIGN-AS are far superior to
that of the Persistence Method, which is confirmed in Table 8, which presents the gains (14)
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for TRI and BJD based on the MAE and MSE criteria. The same is valid for MAC, MOS and
NAT, according to Table 9.

Table 8. Gains (%) over Persistence—TRI and BJD.

BJD TRI

error ESN ESN-AS ESN ESN-AS

MSE 71.5 69.6 83.2 83.8
MAE 49.2 47.5 54.7 56.3

Table 9. Gains (%) over Persistence—MAC, MOS and NAT.

MAC MOS NAT

error WTESN ESN-AS WTESN ESN-AS WTESN ESN-AS

MSE 32.2 65.8 34.9 65.0 32.2 78.3
MAE 16.9 40.2 18.9 35.5 15.8 46.2

The main parameters of the best solutions for the test sets of all evaluated series with
the application of RCDESIGN-AS are presented in Table 10, in which the average time
(shown in the last line) refers to the time needed to carry out the training of a single ESN-AS.

An overview of the eigenvalues of W as well as the actual versus forecasted values for
the last 240 wind speeds of the test set for TRI, is presented in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
Due to the restriction on the total number of pages in this article, we do not present
the equivalent figures for the other evaluated series, whose details can be checked in
Gouveia [16].

Figure 5. Eigenvalues of W. Adapted from Gouveia [16].
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Figure 6. Sample of forecasts for TRI. Adapted from Gouveia [16].

Table 10. Main characteristics of the best ESN-AS.

Parameter TRI BJD MAC MOS NAT

Generations 1 4 2 2 5
Reservoir size 45 46 44 50 46
Sparsity of W 91.6% 95.8% 90.8% 93.4% 91.7%

Spectral radius 1.088 1.015 1.362 1.156 1.127
Input scaling 9.463 6.926 1.222 7.710 3.465

Leak rate 0.477 0.332 0.436 0.715 0.501
Average time (s) 2.93 0.82 0.79 0.64 0.69

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we present models created for wind forecasting within a 24-h ahead
forecasting horizon using real data of wind speeds from five cities in the Brazilian Northeast.

We used the Persistence Method as a reference for comparing the performances of
the models developed with the RCDESIGN-AS, which combines the advantages of an
evolutionary strategy with RC in order to generate an automatic process for creating and
training ESNs. Through this method, it is possible to investigate different topologies, as
well as evaluate many parameter combinations. The use of ESN-AS enables the reduction
of computational effort to train the readout, because augmented states allow reductions in
the reservoir size without a loss in performance. Another interesting point is that all the
reservoir and readout activation functions can be linear (identity).

We verified that models created with ESN or ESN-AS overcame the Persistence Method
for wind speed forecasting in all time series. Although models created with ESN and
ESN-AS both presented good performances, ESN-AS performed better than ESN for all
except for one of the five series evaluated.
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